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ABSTRACT 
SitiNuraeni. 2017. The Implementation of 2013 Curriculum in Teaching Writing for the 
Eleventh Grade Students of SMANegeri 1 Tawangsari in the Academic Year 2016/2017. 
Thesis: English Education Study Program, Islamic Education and Teacher Training Faculty. 
Advisor   : 1.Hj.Suprapti, M.Pd 
 
Key words: 2013 Curriculum, Teaching, Writing, Teaching Writing 
The aim of this research is to describe the implementation of 2013 curriculum in 
teaching writing of SMA Negeri 1 Tawangsari in 2016/2017 Academic Year.This research is 
descriptive qualitative, because the researcher used descriptive method to analize the data. 
This research was conducted in SMA Negeri 1 Tawangsari. The researcher used three 
techniques to collecting the data. Those were observations, interviews and study document. 
The researcher did four observations in class. The subject of the interview is the teacher who 
implements the teaching learning process. The techniques of analyzing data were reduction of 
the data, display of the data and drawing conclusion.  
The research finding is the implementation of teaching writing. In applying scientific 
approach, the teacher used five phases, those are observing, questioning, experimenting, 
associating, and communicating.In observingactivity the students see, observe, read, and 
listen to teacher’s explanation. In questioning activity the teacher gave some questions to the 
students and also opportunities to students deliver some questions. In experimenting activity 
the students collected data through available recouses. In associating activity the students 
analyzed the data by forming categories and relationship within them. In communicating the 
students presented their conceptual understanding regarding the conclusion they have made 
in the form of oral or written text.The teacher used authentic assessment in the evaluation. It 
covers three aspects namely, students’ attitude, students’ knowledge and students’ skill. 
Based on the fourth meeting, the English teacher used writing test to assess the cognitive 
aspect of the students. 
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listen to teacher’s explanation. In questioning activity the teacher gave some questions to the 
students and also opportunities to students deliver some questions. In experimenting activity 
the students collected data through available recouses. In associating activity the students 
analyzed the data by forming categories and relationship within them. In communicating the 
students presented their conceptual understanding regarding the conclusion they have made 
in the form of oral or written text.The teacher used authentic assessment in the evaluation. It 
covers three aspects namely, students’ attitude, students’ knowledge and students’ skill. 
Based on the fourth meeting, the English teacher used writing test to assess the cognitive 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background of  Study 
As a human being communicate with others is the important one. So, as a 
human being we need a languange. Language is needed by human communicate 
to each other. English is an important in education.In Indonesia English is 
regarded as a foreign language. English is a compulsory subject in senior and 
junior high schools. In the elementary schools and in kindergarden English is not 
compulsary subject; it can be taught to the students as the local content subject 
(muatan lokal). 
The leaners can learn English at school. At school there is a curriculum, 
that will direct all instructional activities. Egan (2003) states that 
curriculuminvolves all learning experiences, or refers simply to a blueprint for 
achievingrestricted objectives in a school setting, or includes the statement 
ofobjectives as well, or also the evaluation of their achievement, and so on.The 
field seems to have no clear logical boundaries.Curriculum is a sort of bridge for 
linking the common education goal to instructional program to carry out activities 
for supporting the goals systematically and properly.Since Indonesia declared its 
freedoom in 1945, the curriculum had been changed for several times in 1947, 
1952, 1964, 1968, 1975, 1984, 1994, 2004 and 2006. 2013 curriculum designed to 
replacing curriculum 2006 (Kurikulum Tingkat Satuan Pendidikan). 
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Based from 2013 curriculum  the teacher gives opportunity for the 
students to observe something related the material. For example, when the 
material is about descriptive text, the teacher gives opportunity to the students to 
observe something. For example, observe a tree, an animal or their friend, before 
they write a descriptive text. In the teaching learning process can use more than 
one method. Based from syllabus one of core competition(KI) is appreciated and 
practice the honest behavior, discipline, responsibility, caring (gotong royong, 
cooperation, tolerance, peace), polite, responsive and pro-active and 
demonstratebehaviors as part of the solution to various problems in interacting 
effectively with the social and natural environment as well as in placing itself as a 
reflection of the nation in the association world. Based on 2013 curriculum the 
students are expected  to have good manner or attitude, skills, and also 
knowledge.  
There are five model based learning  2013  Curriculum by scientific 
approach. They are observing, questioning, experimenting, associating and 
communicating. In 2013 curriculum, the teaching and learning process the 
students able to observe, ask, explore, associate and communicate. The decision 
of using scientific approach in language education is to make learners curious 
about the world around them, to improve skills and exhibit more positive attitudes 
toward science, to improve their critical thinking. The teaching learning process 
of2013 curriculum  emphasizes the student on their character development. 
The teacher should be creative to create the method in order to help the 
students master the skills of English. Teaching methods are needed in teaching 
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learning process. The method is related to an approach and determined by a 
design. Teaching method is one of the elements in teaching learning process, and 
it is related to an approach, design, and teaching procedures.  
In 2013 curriculum use authentic assessment. Authentic assessment has 
strong relevance to the scientific approach in learning in accordance with the 
demands of the 2013 curriculum. Because this assessment can illustrate the 
improvement of student learning outcomes, both in order to observe, question, 
reason, try and buildnetworks. Authentic assessment tends to focus on complex or 
contextual tasks, enabling students to demonstrate their competencies that include 
attitudes, knowledge, and skills.Therefore, authentic assessment is highly relevant 
to thescientific approach in senior high school learning. 
In Senior High School, English is taught generally consist of listening 
skill, speaking skill, reading skill and writing skill. Writing is one of the basic 
skill. Siahaan (2008: 2) the productive language skill is called writing. It is the 
skill of a writer to communicate information to a reader or group of readers. Her 
or his skill also realized by his or her ability to apply the rules of the language s/he 
is writing to transfer the information she or he has in her or his mind to her or his 
reader(s) effectively. The ability she or he has includes all the correct 
grammatically aspects of the language she or he is writing, the  types of the 
information a/he is transferring, and the rhetoric’s s/he is conducting in a 
communicative too.  
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One of schools implemented 2013 curriculum is SMA Negeri 1 
Tawangsari. This school has A accreditation. Vice headmaster of SMA Negeri 1 
Tawangsari stated that the school had chosen by the government to apply 2013 
curriculum, because SMA Negeri 1 Tawangsari has some academic achievement. 
Based from an interview the vice of headmaster explained that SMA Negeri 1 
Tawangsari included in the selected category to apply curriculum 2013, one of 
the reasons is the school has several master teachers (S2). SMA Negeri 1 
Tawangsari is one of school in Central Java. SMA Negeri 1 Tawangsari located at 
Jl. Patimura, No. 105, Lorog, Sukoharjo, Jawa Tengah.This school has good 
enough facilities for teaching and learning process. There are some facilities, such 
as computer laboratory and internet connection. The reseacher researched 
eleventh grade of SMA Negeri 1 Tawangsari. In eleventh grade consist of 6 sains 
class, 3 social class and 1 language class.  
Vice headmaster of of SMA Negeri 1 Tawangsari stated that 
after implementing curriculum 2013 some students win some contests. Such as 
debate and retelling story. He also said that after implementing 2013 curriculum 
the students are more active when teaching learning process. Teaching is 
an activity, helping someone or showing to learn do something. English teacher in 
SMA Negeri 1 Tawangsari has followed on training about the implementation 
of the 2013 curriculum. 
After   the researchers did pre-observation, she saw that the students in the 
eleventh grade of SMA Negeri 1 Tawangsari interest when teaching learning 
process.The students have a good score in writing assignments. Based from 
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syllabus one of Basic Competency (KD) is developed oral and written texts, to 
express and inquire about the actions / activities / events without mentioning the 
culprit in a scientific text, taking into account the social function, the structure of 
the text, and correct linguistic elements and in context. The students have to 
develop written texts. 
The reseacher research about the implementation of teaching at eleventh 
garde of SMA Negeri 1 Tawangsari. The reseacher give the title “ THE 
IMPLEMENTATION OF 2013 CURRICULUM IN TEACHING WRITING AT 
THE ELEVENTH GRADE OF SMA NEGERI 1 TAWANGSARI IN THE 
ACADEMIC YEAR 2016/2017”.  
B. The Problem Limitation 
To avoid the miss interpretion in this research the reseacher limits the 
study on analyzing the implementation of  2013 curriculumin teaching writing for 
the eleveth grade of SMA Negeri 1 Tawangsari in academic year 2016/2017. The 
reseacher specify the implementation of 2013 curriculum about the scientific 
approach and the assesment in teaching writing. On factual report text and 
analytical exposition text. 
C. The Problem Statement 
Based on the background above, the writer have a problem can be 
formulated as follows in this research: 
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How is the implementation of 2013 curriculum in teaching writing for the 
eleventh grade of SMA Negeri 1 Tawangsari in academic year 2016/2017? 
 
 
D. The Objective of the Study 
To describethe implementationof 2013 curriculumin teaching writing by 
the teacher at the eleventh grade students of SMA Negeri 1 Tawangsari in the 
academic year 2016/2017. 
E. The Benefit of the Study 
There are some results of the study, which significant that we can get for 
this study, especially for teacher and student. This study will be useful:  
1. Theoretically  
The result of this research will be useful, especially for the 
researcher and for the readers in general, the students of English 
Department of IAIN Surakarta. They can get information about the 
implementation of 2013 curriculum in teaching writing. The researcher 
hopes that after reading this thesis, the readers will get some knowledge 
about the implementation of 2013 curriculumin teaching writingand 
will be motivated to develop the new methods of language learning to 
improve knowledge about teaching writing. This research can be used 
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as a reference for those who want to conduct a study on the 
implementation 2013 curriculum in teaching writing. 
 
 
 
2. Practically  
a. For the Researcher 
The result of this research can be used as one of the ways to 
develop the researcher’s knowledge and experience. 
b. For the Reader 
The reader will get more information and knowledge of the 
applying teaching writing by 2013 curriculum 
F. The Previous Related Study 
The previous studies there were two reseacher studied about the 
implementation of curriculum 2013. The first previous study was taken from 
Dynda Wahyu Wardhani, the student of IAIN Surakarta (2015) who conducted a 
research entitled “The Implementationof Curriculum 2013 In English Teaching 
Learning (A Describtive Study at the Eight Grade Students of SMP  Al-Islam 1 
Surakarta in the Academic Year of 2014/2015). The research design was 
describtive qualitative research method. The result of the research of the 
implementation of curriculum 2013 in English teaching learning process at the 
eight grade students of SMP Al-Islam 1 Surakarta was good. In applying the 
curriculum the teacher used scientific approach in teaching learning process. 
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The reseacher also find the students’s interest in the implementation of 
curriculum 2013 in English teaching learning. The student’s interest are; the 
students would be more interesting if the teacher did short expalnation; sometimes 
the students could understand when observing session whithout any 
explanationfrom the teacher; difficult to make a question for questioning session; 
teaching learning English would be more interesting if there is a game or team 
work.  
The second previous study, entitled “The Implementation of Scientific 
Approach in Teaching English Speaking (A Describtive Study to the Seventh 
Grade Students of SMP Nurul Islam Ngemplak in 2014/2015 Academic Year) by 
Reni Trisnawati (IAIN Surakarta). The research aims are: (1). To describe the 
implementation of scientific approach in teaching speaking at the seventh grade 
students of SMP Nurul Islam Ngemplak in the academic year of 2014/2015. (2). 
To describe the strengths and the weakness of teaching English by using scientific 
approach at the seventh grade students of SMP Nurul Islam Ngemplak in the 
academic year of 2014/2015. 
From the previous study above there have been similarity and differences 
between these studies. The similarity this research is the variable about curriculum 
that is used in the school.  This research conducted in SMA Negeri 1 Tawangsari 
in the academic year 2016/2017. In this research, the reseacher wroteabout how 
the implementation of curriculum 2013 in teaching writing at the eleventh grade 
of SMA Negeri Tawangsari in the academic year 2016/2017. 
G. The Definion of Key Term 
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1. Curriculum 2013  
The goal curriculum 2013 is to create skill-full Indonesian people who 
are individually devout, productive, creative, innovative and affective as well 
as able to significantly contribute to the development of society, nation, 
country and world (Permendikbud No. 70 Tentang Kerangka Dasar dan 
Struktur Kurikulum SMA)  
2. Teaching 
Teaching is guiding and facilitating learning, enabling the learner to learn, 
setting for learning. Brown (2000). 
3. Writing 
Writing is a complex skill progressing from the level of copying 
familiar words and phrases to developing an awareness of text structures, 
genres, the process of drafting and editing, and writing for an audience. Pinter 
(2006: 74) 
4. Teaching Writing 
Objective of the teaching of writing in a foreign language is to get 
learners to acquire the abilities and skills they need to procedue  a range of 
different kinds of written texts to chosen  an educated person would be 
expexted to be able to procedure their own language. Ur (1991: 162). 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
A. The Notion of Curriculum 
1. The definition of curriculum 
As defined by Nunan in McLaren, Madrid and Bueno, curriculum is comprises 
the principles and proceduresfor the planning, implementation, evaluation and 
management of an educationalprogramme. 
Egan (2003) states that curriculuminvolves all learning experiences, or refers 
simply to a blueprint for achievingrestricted objectives in a school setting, or 
includes the statement ofobjectives as well, or also the evaluation of their 
achievement, and so on.The field seems to have no clear logical boundaries. 
Curriculum is a sort of bridge for linking the common education goal to 
instructional program to carry out activities for supporting the goals systematically 
and properly. 
Scott (2016: 2) states a curriculum indicates what is intended should happen in 
a programme of learningand the circumstances in which these activities can take 
place. The activitiesreferred to here are learning activities; a curriculum is a 
collection of exercise s andtasks that culminates in learning of one type or another. 
Based from the definitions above curriculum is all planned of learning.  Such 
as the principles and proceduresfor the planning,  
implementation, evaluation and management of an educationalprogrammethe 
school. Curriculum produces plans, instruction in the teaching learning process. 
plans of teaching process start from opening to closing. 
2. 2013 Curriculum 
2013Curriculum which has been implemented since 2013/2014 academic year. 
This curriculum is design to replace and  develop the previous curriculum (KTSP 
2006). There are the scientific approach of curriculum 2013 are observing, 
questioning, experimenting, associating 
and communicating. There are three points that become the focus in teaching and 
learning process with scientific approach. They include attitudes (affective), skills 
(psyhomotor) and knowledge (cognitive). Attitudes refer “students know why”, 
skills refer to “students know how”, and knowledge refer to “ what students know”.  
3. The Characteristics of 2013 Curriculum 
The characteristics of 2013 curriculum as stated in Minister of Education and 
Culture Regulation number 59 (2014: 3) as follows: 
a. Developing the balance among spiritual aspect, social attitude, knowledge 
and skills. The students are expected to implement those aspect at school 
and their environment. 
b. Placing the school as the institution, which provides learning experiences so 
that students are able to implement the experience at their society and make 
society as learning resource. 
c. Providing sufficient time to develop student’s attitude, knowledge and 
skills. 
d. Developing the competence that is stated in core competence and broke 
them down into basic competence of each instruction. 
e. Developing the core competence becomes the organized elements of basic 
competence . all basic competence and learning process are developed  to 
get core competence. 
f. Developing basic compentence based on accumulative principle, reinforce 
and enrich inter-subject and inter-level of education. 
4. The implementation of curriculum 2013 
According UU number 20 of 2003, states that year about the national 
education system, that the curriculum definition, is a set of plans and 
arrangements regarding the purposes, contents, teaching materials, and methods 
used to guide the implementation of learning activities to achieve specific goals of 
education. 
Permendikbud no.81A 2013 defines about the implementation of curriculum 
2013 becomes the last reference that can used in the implementation of curriculum 
2013. In the implementation of curriculum 2013 the a scientific approach.  
The implementation of curriculum 2013 the teacher must make lesson plan by 
adapting from the document of curriculum 2013. Leo (2013: 113) states lesson 
plans shows the directions to get into our objectives through maps of learning 
activities, traffic signs of activities and reinforcement of activities.  
5. .The Objectives of Curriculum 2013 
The objective and the function of 2013 curriculum specifically refers to 
Indonesian Law No. 20 in 2013 year about the National Education System 
mentioned that the function of curriculum is developing ability, forming character 
and the prestige culture of nation for educating the nation life.  
Fadililah (in Amiavianingrum, 2016: 12) stated that the purposes of 2013 
curriculum could be seen as follows: 
a. To improve the quality of education by balancing hard skills and soft skills 
through attitudes, skills,  and knowledge in order to face global chelengges 
in which continues to grow. 
b. To establish and improve productive, creative, innovative, human 
resources as the capital of nation and state of Indonesia. 
c. To relieve teachers in presenting the material and prepare the teaching 
administration. 
d. To increase the participan of central and local governments and citizens 
equally in determining and controlling the quality of the implementation of 
the curriculum at the unit level. 
e. To increase competition between the educational unit about the quality of 
education to be achieved. Because the school has been given the freedom 
to develop the curriculum in 2013 in accordance with the conditions of the 
educational unit, the needs of learners and the potential of the region. 
B. Scientific Approach of Curriculum 2013 
1. Definition of Scientific Approach 
According to Permendikbud no.81A in 2013, thelearning process consists 
of five practice learning the subject matter. There are observing, questioning, 
experimenting, associating and communicating. In observing, the learning 
activities are read, listen, gather. In questing, the learning activities is ask a 
question about information not understood from what was observed or 
questions to obtain additional information about what is observed. In 
experimenting, the learning activities are do experiments, read other sources, 
observing objects/events, interviews with speakers. In associating, the learnig 
activities are processing the information already gathered and information 
processing that is adding to the breardth and depth to the find  information 
processing solutions from a variety of sources that have different opinions. In 
communicating, the learning activities are delivering the results of observations, 
conclude based on the results of the analysis orally, written, or other media 
Scientific approach is an approach which is done by scientific approach. 
Scientific approach of curriculum 2013 are observing, questioning, experimenting, 
associating, communicating. Syahmadi (inWahyudin and Sukyadi, 2015) describe 
the learning process with table of specification as follows:  
Table 2.1 
Scientific-based learning activity in language teaching 
STAGE LEARNING ACTIVITY 
Observing Students see, observe, read, and listen to 
teacher’s explanation (texts) with or 
without media. (Listening-reading)  
Questioning Students deliver some questions that are 
factual related to the observation and 
define some questions, hypothesis 
(speaking-writing). This activity will be 
guided by teacher until it becomes habitual  
(independent) activity for students.  
Experimenting Students collect data through available 
resources such as document, object, book, 
internet media, experiment (Reading-
Listening)  
Associating Students analyze the data by forming 
categories and relationship within them. 
(Reading)  
Students draw conclusions from the result 
of data analysis started from the data. 
(reading-writing)  
Communicating Students present their conceptual 
understanding regarding the conclusion 
they have made in the form of oral and/or 
written text, chart, diagram or picture. 
(speaking-writing)  
Students begin to write a text they have 
learnt through guided or free writing task 
(writing) 
 
 2. Criteria of Scientific Approach 
Based on Permendikbud no. 65 (2013) there are seven criteria to determine  
whether a method of teaching is scientific or not. They are as follows:  
1. The teaching materials are based on facts and phenomena which can be 
logicallyor responably explained. They are not based on prediction, 
approximation, imagination, legend, or myth. 
2. The teacher’s explanation, student’s responses, and teacher-student 
interaction are not based on subjectivity and wrong logic. 
3. The teaching materials support and inspire the students to be critical in 
thinking and analyzing, and accurate in identifying, understanding, and 
resolving problems, and applying the material learned.  
4. The learning material foster and inspire the students hypothetically think 
when seeing diversities, similarities, and links in the learning materials. 
5. The learning materials foster and inspire the students to understand, apply, 
and develop objectivity and rational thinking in responding to the learning 
materials. 
6. The materials are built on the basis on empirically valid concepts, theories,  
and facts. 
7. The formulation of learning objectives is simple, clear, but attractive.  
C. Assessment of Learning 
According  Willian (in Tomlinson and  Moon, 2013:18) satates an assessment 
can be considered formative if a teacher gathers evidence about studentperformance, 
interprets the evidence, and uses the evidence to make decisions aboutnext steps in 
instruction that are likely to be better focused or informed than the decisionswould 
have been without the evidence. 
Assessment is the process of collecting and processing information to measure 
the achievement of student learning outcomes. On national education standards, 
educational assessment is one of the standards aimed at ensuring student planning in 
accordance with the competencies to be achieved and based on the principles of 
assessment; Implementation of professional assessment, open, educative, effective, 
efficient, and in accordance with the socio-cultural context; And reporting the results 
of student assessment objectively, accountably and informatively. 
1. Type ofAssessment  
According on Permendikbud Nomor 66 in 2013, education assessment 
standards are the criteria of mechanisms, procedures, and assessment of learning 
outcomes of learners. Assessment of education as a process of collection and 
processing information to measure the achievement of the learners' learning 
outcomes includes: authentic assessment, self-assessment, portfolio-based 
assessment, repeat, daily test, semester midterm, final repeat Semester, competency 
level examination, quality competency level test, exam National, and school / 
madrasah examinations, described as follows: 
a. Authentic assessment is a judgment undertaken comprehensive to assess from 
inputs, processes, and output of learning. According to Wiggins (in Aitken and 
Pungur), authentic assesment is designed to:  
1. Make students successful learners with acquired knowledge  
2. Provide students with a full range of skills (e.g., research, writing, revising, 
oral skills, debating, andother critical thinking skills)  
3. Demonstrate whether the student can generate full and valid answers in 
relation to the task or challenge at hand  
4. Provide reliability by offering suitable and standardized criteria for scoring 
such tasks and challenges  
5. Give students the chance to ‘rehearse’ critical thinking in achieving success 
in their future adult and professional lives  
6. Allow for assessment that meets the needs of the learners by giving 
authenticity and usefulness to results while allowing students greater 
potential for improving their learning and teachers more flexibility in 
instruction 
Based on Permendikbud No.81a in 2013 about theimplementation of 
2013 curriculum, authentic assessment is an assessment whichsignificantly 
focuses on measuring student’s learning process dealing with theirbehavior, 
knowledge and skill. This assessment measures, monitors and evaluates 
allaspects of the learning outcomes including cognitive, affective, and 
psychomotordomain. In implementing the authentic assessment, teacher 
should apply somecriteria which related to the activities of constructing 
knowledge, observing, tryingnew concept and student’s achievement outside 
the school.  
b. Self-assessment is an assessment conducted by the participants themselves 
reflective students to compare their relative position with predefined criteria.  
c. Portfolio-based assessment is an assessment carried out to assess the entity's 
overall learning process of learners including individual assignment and or 
group within and  or outside the classroom especially on attitudes behavior and 
skills. Clark (2008: 214) states  may use class portfolios to build formative 
assessment into the course design. These portfolios are a collection of student 
papers usually chosen by the student that will then be graded or assessed at the 
end of the course. The portfolios allow students to revise over the entire course 
rather than just during the process for the individual paper. To further enhance 
the learning process, students often add a reflective essay to the portfolio that 
assesses each student’s growth over the course as “coaches” providing 
feedback that the students can use to revise the papersfor the portfolio. 
d. Deuteronomy is a process done to measure continuous achievement of 
student's competence in learning process, to monitor progress and improve 
results learners learn.  
e. Daily deuteronomy is an activity performed periodically to assess the 
competence of learners after completing one Basic Competence (KD) or more. 
f. Midterm deuteronomy is an activity undertaken by Educator to measure the 
achievement of the competence of learners after Carry out 8 - 9 weeks of 
learning activities. Repeat coverage the middle of the semester covers all the 
indicators that represent All KD in that period. 
g. Deuteronomy final of semester is an activity undertaken by educator to 
measure the achievement of the competence of learners in End of semester. 
Repeat coverage includes all indicators represents all the KD in the semester.  
h. Competency Level Test hereinafter referred to as UTK is Measurement 
activities undertaken by the educational unit for knowing the achievement 
level of competence. UTK coverage includes a number of Basic Competencies 
that represent Core Competencies at that level of competence  
i. Competency Level Quality Test hereinafter called UMTK is a measurement 
activity undertaken by the government to know the achievement level of 
competence. Coverage of UMTK Includes a number of Basic Competencies 
that represent Core competence at that level of competence.  
j. National Examination, hereinafter referred to as UN is an activity the 
measurement of certain competencies that the learners achieve within To 
assess the achievement of the National Education Standards, which 
Implemented nationally.  
k. School / Madrasah Exam is a measurement of achievement competence 
beyond the competence tested in the UN, conducted by education units. 
2. Assessment Principles and Approaches 
Based on Permendikbud Nomor 66 in 2013, assessment principles and 
approaches assessment of learning outcomes of learners at the level of basic 
education and medium based on the following principles: 
a. Objective, means the assessment based on standard  not influenced 
ssessment of the subjectivity factor.  
b. Integrated, means the assessment by educators done in a planned, together 
with learning, and continuous activities.  
c. Economical, means an efficient and effective assessment of planning, 
implementation and reporting.  
d. Transparent, meaning assessment procedures, assessment criteria, and 
baseline decision making can be accessed by all parties.  
e. Accountable, means the assessment can be accountable to internal school 
and external parties for technical aspects, Procedures, and results.  
f. Educative, means educating and motivating learners and teachers. The 
assessment approach used is the criterion reference assessment (SIR). PAK 
is an assessment of the achievement of competence based on minimal 
mastery criteria (KKM). KKM is a criterion minimal mastery learning 
determined by the unit of education Taking into account the characteristics 
of Basic Competence that will attainable, carrying capacity, and 
characteristics of learners. 
 
In Permendikbud No. 66 in 2013 about education assessment standard, 
assessments used should include of attitudes, knowledge, and skills. Techniques 
and instruments used for the assessment of that competences according to the 
regulation are as follows: 
a) Competence Assessment of Attitude 
The teacher take the assessment attitude through observation, self-
assessment, assessment of "peer" (peer evaluation) by learners and journals. 
The instrument used for observation, self-assessment, an assessment student,  
assessment scale (rating scale), accompanied rubric, whereas in journals such 
as notes educators. 
1) Observations: Teacher observes the students and marks them for class 
participation, attentiveness, and rapport with classmates. This requires 
very less time and is possible in a classroom setting. 
2) Self Assessment: This method should be included so that students are 
aware of their own accomplishments, behavior, and where they actually 
stand in a group. This will help them in identifying the areas they need to 
work on and their areas of excellence. This technique assessment asks 
students how to express themselves advantages and disadvantages in the 
context of the achievement of competence. Instrument used in the form 
of self assessment form. 
3) Assessment among learners is an assessment technique by asking 
learners to assess each linked to the achievement of competence. 
Instrument used in the form of an assessment sheet of learners. 
4) The journal is a teacher’s note inside and outside the classroom that 
contains information on the results of observations about the strengths 
and weaknesses of learners related to attitudes and behavior. 
b) Competence Assessment of Knowledge. 
Teacher assess Competence Knowledge by written tests, oral tests, and 
assignments. 
1) Instrument written test in the form of multiple choice questions, stuffing, 
short answer, right-wrong, arranged marriages, and description. 
Instrument descriptions include scoring guidelines. 
2) Instrument oral test in the form of a list of questions. 
3) Instrument in the form of homework assignments/ projects undertaken 
individually or in groups according to the characteristics of the task. 
c) Assessment of Competence Skills 
Teacher assess competency skills through the performance appraisal, 
the appraisal that requires learners to demonstrate a certain competence by 
using the practice test, project, and portfolio assessment.  
3. Characteristics of the Assesment  
Based on permendikbud no.81a in 2013, the characteristics of the assesment as 
follow: 
a. Mastery Learning 
For competence on categories of knowledge andskills (KI-KI-3 and 4), 
the learners do notallowed to work on the next job, beforeable to complete the 
work with proceduresright and good results. The assumptions used in the 
mastery learning is the learners can learn anything,only time required is 
different. The learners learning is slow need more time for materialthe same, 
compared to students in general. 
b. Authentic 
Looking at the assesment and learning are intergrated. Authentic 
assesment should reflect the problems of the worlds, not school’s problem. 
Use a variety of ways and holistic (whole competence criteria reflect 
knowledge, skills, and attitudes). Authentic assessment not only measure what 
is known by the students, but rather emphasize the measure what can be done 
by learners. 
c. Continous 
The purpose is to get the illustration about the development of the study 
resuts regarding the whole learners, monitor the process, progress, and result 
continue improvement continously in the form of an assesment process, and 
various types of deuteronomyin a sustainable way.  
d. Based on Reference Criteria 
The ability of the learners are not compared against his/her group, but are 
compared against the criteria, for example the minimum completeness, which 
is set at a minimum by educational units respectively.  
e. Using a varied assessment techniques 
The selected valuation techniques may include written, oral, products, 
portofolio, perfomance, project, observation, and self-assesment.  
D. Teaching 
1. The Definition of Teaching  
Brown (2000) states that teaching is guiding and facilitating learning, enabling 
the learner to learn, setting for learning. Teaching is an  activity helping someone 
or showing to learn do something. Such as taching to operate or used something.  
Leo (2013: 1-2) states teaching stands for: treat, encourage, activate, 
coordinate, heigten, infuse, nurture, and guarantee. Explain as follows: 
a. Trear students as they are. We know that students have their own attitudes, 
personalities, social status, and background. However they have rights to 
get appropiate similar treatment from the teacher. “Each of as can practice 
rights ourselves, treating each other without discrimination, respecting 
each other’s dignity and rights,” a quote inspired by Carol Bellamy. 
b. Encourage them to learn. Encouragement is needed to make students 
brave, confident, and motivated to learn. The use of various learning 
activities is able to encourage students’greater interest and excitement tp 
learn.  
c. Activate their mind. In learning process, it is very important to ensure that 
student’s mind is active. Active mind involves attitude (affective), 
knowledge (cognitive), and skill (psychomotor). Active learning has 
became a demand of current teaching method.  
d. Coordinate their activities. Learning activities are coordinated to increase 
effectivness of learning objectives. 
e. Heighten their curiosity. When students are curious about something to 
learn, they are eager to and interested in doing what to do. Difficult 
problems become their challenges to find the solution.  
f. Infuse them with optimism. Optimism brings positive impacts or energies 
and is able to change a hard problem to become a challenge. The challenge 
to test abilities in order to gain opportunities happens in everyday life and 
“An optimist sees the opportunity in every difficulty, a pessimist sees the 
difficulty in every opportunity,” Sir Winston Churchill(1874-1965) 
g. Nurture their ambition. Ambition is a strong desire for success. It is a must 
to nuture (encourage and develop) students’ ambition to make it come true 
within the allocated learning period of time,’’inspired by Bill Bradley 
qoutes 
h. Guarantee their success. Students decide to study at a certain institution 
because they know that they will be successful. However, they have to 
work hard  by following the instructions of their teachers or instructors 
who know the way to success and who are able to guarantee their success.  
The other expert Wragg (1994: 55) stated that teaching issuch a rapidly 
moving set of activities, that the way in which teachers, and forthat matter pupils, 
see and interpret what happens, is often neglected. 
 
E. Review of Writing 
1. The Definition of Writing 
Writing is one of basic skill in learning English. Siahaan (2008: 2) defines the 
productive language skill is called writing. It is the skill of a writer to 
communicate information to a reader or group of readers. Her or his skill also 
realized by his or her ability to apply the rules of the language s/he is writing to 
transfer the information s/he has in her or his mind to her or his reader(s) 
effectively. The ability s/he has includes all the correct grammaticall aspects of 
the language s/he is writing, the  types of the information a/he is transferring, and 
the rhetoric’s s/he is conducting in a communicative too.  
According Silva (in Kroll, 1990: 14) states that writing is bassically a matter 
of arrangement, of fitting sentences and paragraphs into prescribbed pattern. 
Welty (in Gere, 1988: 9) claims writing is one way of discovering sequence in 
experience, of stumbling upon cause and effect in the happenings of a writer’s 
own life. Such as write diary or history of someone’s life.  
 From some explanation from experts above, writing is productive skill, and 
writing use for communicative act, away of sharing observation, information, 
thoughts, or ideas with ourselves andothers. 
  
2. The Purpose of Writing 
According Purves, Sofer, Takala andVahapassi (in Nation, 2009:115), 
indicates how wide this range can be.The purpose are to learn,to convey, signal, to 
inform, to convince, persuade, to entertain, to maintain friendly contac, to store 
information and to help remember information. 
Harmer (2004) states when teaching ‘writing for writing’ we need to make 
sure that our students have some writing aim. The most effective learning of 
writing skill is likely to take place when students are writing real messages for real 
audiences, or at least when they are performing tasks which they are likely to have 
to do in their out-of-class life. The choice of writing tasks will depend, therefore, 
on why students are studying English. There are three main categories of learning 
which it is worth considering: 
• English as a Second Language (ESL) -  this term is normally used to 
describe students who are living in the target language community and 
who need English to funtion in that community on a day-to-day basis. 
Recent immigrants and refugees, for  example, will have specific 
writing needs such as the ability to fill in a range of forms, or write 
particular kinds of letters (depending upon their exact needs and 
circumstances) alongside the need for general English development. 
• English for Specific Purposes (ESP) – many students study English for  
particular (or specific) purpose. People who are going to work as 
nurses in Britain or the USA, for example will study medical English 
• English as a Foreign Language (EFL) – this is generally taken to apply 
to students who are studying general English at schools and institutes 
in their own country or as transitory visitors in a target-language 
country. Their needs are often not nearly so easy to pin down as two 
ctegories we have mentioned above.  
 
 
3. The Process of Writing 
Oshima and Hogue (1997: 2) states writing is a progressive activity. This 
means that when you first write something down, you have already been thingking 
about  what you are going to say and how you are going to say it. Then after you 
have finished writing, you read over what you have written and make changes and 
corrections. Therefore, writing is never a one-step action; it is a process that has 
several steps. 
The five-step process writing approach described by Donald Graves (in 
Johnson, 2008: 179-180) as follow: 
Step 1: Prewriting.The goal here is to generate ideas. Listing, 
brainstorming,outlining, silent thinking, conversation with a neighbor, 
orpower writing (described below) are all ways to generate ideas. 
Step 2: Drafting. Drafting is the writer’s first attempt to captureideas on paper. 
Quantity here is valued over quality. If done correctly, thedraft is a 
rambling, disconnected accumulation of ideas. Most of the 
writingactivities in the classroom involve just these first two steps. 
Only thosedrafts that students feel are interesting or of value should 
be taken to thenext step (Donald Graves calls these hot topics). 
Step 3: Revising. This is the heart of the writing process. Here apiece is 
revised and reshaped many times. The draft stage is like throwinga 
large blob of clay on the potter’s wheel. Revising is where you shape 
theblob, adding parts, taking parts away, adding parts, and continually 
moldingand changing. Here you look for flow and structure. You 
reread paragraphsand move things around.Again, not every draft 
should be taken to this stage. Graves recommendsthat students be 
given a choice as to which of these drafts theywant to take to the 
revision step. Generally, students find only one in fivedrafts worthy 
of investing the mental and emotional energy necessary torevise and 
create a finished product. The rest of the story drafts can bekept in a 
file folder as a junkyard for other writing ideas or included in 
aportfolio to document students’ writing journeys. 
Step 4: Editing. This is the stage where grammar, spelling, and 
punctuationerrors are corrected. A word of caution: The quickest way 
to ruina good writing project or damage a writer is to insist that step 4 
be includedin step 1, 2, or 3. If writers are editing or worrying about 
mechanicsat the prewriting, drafting, and revising stages, the flow of 
ideas andthe quality of writing suffers. Precious brain space that is 
devoted to generatingand connecting ideas will instead be utilized 
worrying about writingmechanics.One last thing about the editing 
phase: Real writers (of which I am one)edit their writing at the end. 
Real writers also rely on editors, spell check, andgrammar check. In 
teaching your students to become authors and composersof authentic 
writing, teach them to approximate the writing process used byreal 
writers. That is, set up peer editing groups and teach students how to 
usethe grammar and spelling functions on a word processor. 
Step 5: Publishing and sharing. This is where students’ writing isshared with 
an audience. Writing becomes real and alive at this point.Publishing 
can involve putting together class books, collections of writing,school 
or class newspapers, school or class magazines, or displaying 
shortsamples of writing in the hall or out in the community. Writing 
experiencesbecome even more powerful by having students read their 
workoutloud in small groups, to another classmate, or in a large group 
setting. 
  
4. Teaching Writing 
Ur (1991: 162) states the objective of the teaching of writing in a foreign 
language is to get learners to acquire the abilities and skills they need to procedue  
a range of different kinds of written texts to chosen  an educated person would be 
expexted to be able to procedure their own language. 2013 curriculum  places 
reading andlistening as knowledge competence while speaking and writing as skill 
competence. 
Harmer (1998: 79) states the reason for teaching writing to students of English 
as foreign language include reinforcement, language development, learning style, 
and most importantly, writing as a skill in its ownright. Teaching writing can 
developt students ability, such as the students can improve their skill in writing 
some text.  
From syllabus one of Basic Competency (KD) is develop oral and written 
texts, to express and inquire about the actions / activities / events without 
mentioning the culprit in a scientific text, taking into account the social function, 
the structure of the text, and correct linguistic elements and in context. It means 
that in curriculum 2013 develop students ability in writing, because writing is skill 
competency. 
5. Writing Band Scales 
According to Leo (2013:121) writing band scales as follows: 
 
 
 
Table. 2.2 
Writing Band scales 
A+ 
 
 
95-100 
 
 
It is well organized. The messege is completely 
comprehensible. Arguments are relevant and 
related to writer’s view. Main ideasand effective 
supporting are clearly stated. The language is 
clear, smooth and interesting, and is consistently 
A 
 
 
80-94 accurate, showing a full command of complex 
structure. There are no major errors of vocabulary, 
spelling, punctuation or grammar 
B 67-79 It is well organized and highly comprehensible. 
Arguments are quite relevant in relation  to 
writer’s view. Main ideas and effective supporting 
ideas re almost clearly stated. There is a clear 
message with only minor loss of detail and little 
need for correction of vocabulary, spelling, 
punctuation, or grammar. The language is clear 
and interesting. 
C 55-66 It is rather well organized. Arguments are rether 
relevant in relation to writer’s view. Main ideas 
and supporting ideas rather clear. The message 
almost clear but with some loss of detail. Many 
corrections of vocabulary, spelling, punctuation, or 
grammar are needed. 
D 41-54 It is organization and message are rather difficult 
to be followed. Arguments are only slighgtly 
relevant in relation to writer’s view. Main ideas 
rather unclear and has frequent errors of 
vocabulary, spelling, punctuation, or grammar. 
E 40 or less It is organization and message are difficult to be 
followed. Arguments are not related to writer’s 
view. Main ideas and supporting are not clearly 
stated. The language is not clear and has frequent, 
serious errors of vocabulary, spelling, punctuation, 
or grammar. 
Reed (2012) states spelling is  producing the correct orthographic 
representation of a written word. Nation (2009:18) defines spelling is particularly 
important for writing and at the very least, havingto write can make learners aware 
of gaps in their spelling knowledge. 
Windschuttle (1988: 36) defines punctuation is one of the most impoertant 
ways in which we help the reader understand what we want to say. When someone 
is speaking, there is no need for punctuation because rises and falls in the voice, 
change the tone, pauses, emphases and inflections all help add meaning to the word 
used. 
 According the modern language assosiation of America (2009) The primary 
purpose of punctuation is to ensure the clarity and readability of writing. 
Punctuation clarifies sentence structure, separating some words and grouping 
others. It adds meaning to written words and guides the understanding of readers as 
they move through sentences. Spelling is  producing the correct orthographic 
representation of a written word 
6. Criteria of Good Writing 
Muttaqien (2013: 8) states a good paragraph must be cohesive and coherent. 
Coherent means all the sentences in paragraph are linked one another by certain 
language devices  whereas coherent means all the discussions within sentences are 
centered to one main idea. Paragraph cohesion can be created by repeating nouns, 
using pronouns, and using transition signals.  
Harmer (2004: 24-25) states when a text is coherent, the reader can understand 
at least two things: 
• The write’s purpose – the reader should be able to understand what the 
writer’s purpose. It is to give information, suggest a course of action, 
make a judgement on a book or play, or express an opinion about 
world events. 
• The writer’s line of thought – the reader should be able to follow the 
writer’s line of reasoning if the text is a discursive piece. If, on the 
other hand, it is a narrative, the reader  should able to follow the story 
and not get confused by time jumps, or too many characters, etc. 
Another expert Windschuttle (1988:18) defines good writing is simple, direct 
and clear. It conveys precisely what the writer intended and it is easily understood 
by readers.  
F. Genre Based – Approach 
1. The nature of genre 
Dirgeyasa (2016) genre is to classify the species into acertain class due to its 
typical similar characteristics. Campbell and Jamieson (in Swales, 1993: 43) 
defines a genre is a group of acts unified by a constellation of forms that recurs in 
each of its members. Swales (1993) states genre is quite easily used to refer to a 
distinctive category of discourse of any type, spoken or written, with or whithout 
literary aspirations.  
Swales (1993: 58) also definesgenre is class of communication events, the 
members of which share some ethnographical communication, but typicallyneed 
further validation set of communicative purposes. The purposes are recognized by 
the expert members ofthe parent discourse community, and thereby constitute the 
rationale for the genre. This rationale shapes theschematic structure of the 
discourse and influences and constraints choice of the content and 
style.Communicative purpose is both a privileged criterion and one that operate to 
keep the scope of a genre as hereconceived narrowly focused on comparable 
rhetorical action.  
In addition to purpose, exemplars of a genreexhibit various patterns of 
similarities in terms of structure, style, content and intended audiences. The 
genrename inherited and produced by discourse communities and imported by 
others constitute valuable.What Swales has stated is seemingly clear that genre 
has a number of characteristic and features such as a) genrehas a particular 
communication event, b) genre has a specific goal (goal oriented), c) genre is 
different andvarious in accordance to its typical features, d) each genre has a 
matter of limitation and rules including content,physical form, and shape, and e) 
every genre belongs to a certain discourse community. 
2. Definition Genre Based Approach 
Antony (in Brown, 2001:14) defines approach is a set of assumptions dealing 
with nature of language, learning and teaching. Approach is theoritically well – 
informed position and beliefes about nature of language, the nature of language 
learning, and the applicability of both to pedagogical settings. Martin (1992) the 
flexibility of the approach allows teachers to decide the stages which need special 
attention in the teaching cycle.“Field Knowledge” or “Field Building” is the first 
stage. The main idea of this stage is to build control of the field or topic by 
talking about the topic. A range of activities that could provide opportunities for 
students to talk about the topic would be included at this step. This 
includesreading widely on the topic and discussing the lexico-grammatical 
features depending on the learners’needs.  
In the second stage, “modeling”, the explicit focuswill be on the genre that the 
students will be writing. In this stage, modelsof the genre will be presented to the 
students to be analysed. This stage exposes students to the fixed genre, which 
allows them to familiarise with the text type. 
The third stage is the “joint construction”. Here,the teacher serves as a 
facilitator in helping the students to construct amodel of the genre. The overall 
knowledge of the field, content and text organization is stressed by the teacher 
which is likely to help students to practice what they have learned withteacher 
guidance. Teacher scaffolds in order to encourage learners to apply the 
knowledge from modeling and teacher input. 
 
CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH  METHODOLOGY 
A. Research Design 
The reseacher used a describtive qualitative design to answer the problem 
statement. This research used describtive qualitative method. According Sugiyono 
(2009: 204) qualitative is based on efforts to built object views that is searched 
accurately, formed by words, holistic pictures, and complicated.  
Erickson (in Sugiyono, 2015:22) said that the chracteristics of qualitative 
research as follows: 
1. Intensive, long term participation in field setting 
2. Careful recording of what happens in the setting by writing notes and 
interview notes by collecting other kinds of documentary evidance. 
3. Analytic reflection on the documentary records obtained in the field 
4. Reporting the result by means of detailed descriptions, direct quotes from 
interview, and interpretative commentary.  
According Patton and Cocran (2012:2) states qualitative research is 
characterised by its aims, which relate to understanding some aspect of social life, and 
its methods which (in general) generate words, rather than numbers, as data for 
analysis. 
Qualitative research has the aim of understanding experience as nearly as 
possible as its participants feel it. The reseacher will collect the data from the 
interview to the English teacher, observation and take some data.   
The reseacher used a describtive qualitative research design to obtain the 
answer of the research question. It means that the reseacher want to describes the 
implementation of curriculum 2013 in teaching writing at eleventh grade of SMA 
Negeri 1 Tawangsari in academic year 2016/2017.  
B. Place and Time of the Research 
a. Place of research 
The researcher conducted the research in SMANegeri1 Tawangsari. It is 
located in Jl. Patimura, No. 105, Lorog, Sukoharjo, Jawa Tengah. 
b. Time of research 
This research conducted inSMANegeri1 Tawangsari at the eleventh grade 
student in the academic year of 2016/2017from February –June. The schedule of 
conducting the research can be seen in the following table: 
 
 
 
 
Table 3.1 
Time Scedule of the research 
Research   2017 
Activity February March April May June 
  1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
Observation                                         
Proposal             
  
                          
Licensing 
Research 
                                       
Data                                         
Collection 
Data 
Analysis 
                                        
                                           
C. Data and Source of the Data 
1. The subject of this research 
The subject of this research is the students of eleventh  grade IPA 6 of 
SMANegeri1 Tawangsariin the academic year of 2016/2017.  
2. Informants 
Informant is a person who gives about information, for example in doing 
research. In this section the teacher as key informant to be interview. The 
informant refers to the English teacher of SMANegeri1 Tawangsari. Her name is 
Mrs.Istiqomah, S.Pd. 
3. Document 
The reseacher asked the document data such as  syllabus, lesson plan, the 
handbook used. It is also from the recording of the students’s activities when 
teaching learning process in the classroom. 
D. Data Collecting Technique 
1. Observation 
Faisal (in  Sugiyono, 2015: 310) qualification observation to be participant 
observation, overt observation and covert observation, unstructured observation. 
In this reseach the researcher will do classroom observation. The reseacher as 
passive participation. Sugiyono (2015: 312) states passive participation means the 
reseach is present at the scene of action but does not interact or partipate. By 
doing observation, the reseacher get document and reflect systematically upon 
classroom interactions and evants, as they actually occur rather than as we think 
they occur. After do observation, the reseacher expect to get more knowledge on 
how the implementation of2013 curriculum. 
The reseacher came to the place of the subject, then observe without interact 
or participate in the teaching learning process in the classroom. The purpose of 
this research is to know the implementation of 2013 curriculum of teaching 
writing. 
 
 
2. Interview 
Bungin (2001: 100) states interviews in research aimed at gathering 
information about human life in a society as well as the foundations it was a top 
aide of the methods of observation. 
The reseacher conducted interview in this research. The reseacher 
interviewed the  English teacher who teaches eleventh grade of SMA Negeri 1 
Tawangsari. In interviewing, the reseacher interviewed about the implementation  
in teaching  writing. 
3. Documentation 
Boklan and Biklen (2007: 64) states using the term document to refer to 
materials such as photographs, videos,films, memos, letters, diaries, clinical case 
records, and memorabilia of all sorts that can beused as supplemental information 
as part of a case study whose main data source is participantobservation or 
interviewing. While their use as an auxiliary is most common, 
increasingly,qualitative researchers are turning to documents as their primary 
source of data. 
The reseacher used this technique to support the data collection from 
interview and observation. The reseacher collected the data of lesson plan, 
syllabus and daily score of eleventh grade students. 
E. Data Analysis Techniques 
Sugiyono (2012: 334) states data analysis is the process of systematically 
searching and compiling the data obtained from interviews, field notes and other 
materials, so it can be understand easily and its findings can inform others. In 
analyzing the data the reseacher used describtive research.  
Besed on the Miles and Huberman (1994: 10) states qualitative data analysis by 
three components, such as data reduction, data display, drawing/ verification. 
1. Data Reduction 
Data reduction it means that data can be rudeced, such as through summary 
and selection. The reseacher selected, focus  and simplify the data. The reseacher 
deleted some activities do not relate to this research.   
2. Data Display 
The reseacher displayed the data is a description of the data. The description 
of the data was presented in systematic order. Miles and Huberman (1994: 11) 
states data display is a set of information which has been classify and organized 
based on the data reduction which lead to conclusion. The reseacher analyzed  the 
data, then presents the data of the implementation of curriculum 2013 in teaching 
writing at eleventh grade of SMA Negeri 1 Tawangsari.  
3. Drawing /Verifying Conclusion 
The  last data analysis technique is conclusion  drawing/verifying. in this 
research, the conclusion drew contimously. The reseacher drew the 
implementation of curriculum 2013 in teaching writing at elventh grade of SMA 
Negeri 1 Tawangsari.  
 
F. Trustworthiness of the Data 
The validity of the data is important in a research. The reseacher searched  
valid data. To check the validation of a data scientifically the reseacher will use the 
relevant tecnique of data analysis. The reseacher used triagulation to get the validity 
and reability of the research. Susan Stainback (in Sugiyono, 2012: 330) states the aim 
is not to determine the truth about some social phenomenon, rather the purpose  of 
triagulation is to increase one’s understanding of what ever is being investigated.  
According to Yeasmin and Rahman (2012) triangulation is a process of 
verification that increases validity byincorporating several viewpoints and methods. In 
the socialsciences, it referstothe combination of two or more theories, data sources, 
methods or investigatorsin one study of a single phenomenon to converge on a single 
construct, and canbe employed in both quantitative (validation) and qualitative 
(inquiry) studies.In this research, the researchers used triangulation of data. After the 
reseacher observed the teaching learning process, the reseacher compared the result of 
the observed with the result of the interviewed.  
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION 
A. Research Findings  
In this chapter, the reseacher presented the research finding. The research 
findings consist of the describtion of the data found. The purpose is to answer 
the research problem in the first chapter. It includes the description of the 
implementation of 2013 curriculum in teaching writing.  
1. The Resultof Observation  
a) First observation 
First observation has been conducted on Wednesday April, 12th 
2017 in the classroom of XI IPA6 at 12.15 to 13.30 pm. There were 
37students in the classroom. 
1) Teaching learning process in teaching writing, the material is about 
factual report text 
a) Opening 
At 12.15 pm the bell rang, the teacher went to the XI IPA 
6 class followed by the researcher. The teacher gave greeting to 
them and the student replied eagerly. The teacher then checked 
the attendance of the students. On that day, no one was absent. 
b) Main activity 
The teacher asked for the student to read a text, entitled 
“Modern Communication”. The material is factual report text.  
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The text in the handbook entitled "Modern 
Communication". ( Observing). 
The teacher asked the students to try find the purpose of the 
text. The teacher askedto some studentscome to in front of the 
class, then wrotethe definition of the factual report, the social 
function of the report text and the structure of the factual report 
text. Some studentstried to find about the definition of factual 
report text. Then the teacher gave the explanation about factual 
report text. The teacher gave an opportunity the students to ask 
about factual report text.(Questioning). But no one asks. 
After that, the teacher asked the students to search for 
social function from factual report text.  The teacher allowed the 
students to use their mobile phone. The students found some 
some report text in internet. (Experimenting). Then they were 
reading the text. After the students read the text from internet, 
the teacher asked, “ sudah ada gambaran mengenai teks 
report?”. The students said, “yes, mom.” Teachers and students 
together concluded on the definition and generic structure of 
factual report text. 
The teachers divided learners into groups. Then the teacher 
asked about the student’s opinion about what is factual report 
text.(Associating) One of the students said, “teks yang 
memberitahukan mengenai sesuatu berdasarkan faktanya mom”. 
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The teacher aksed again, “ for example?”. The students 
answered, “ contohnya mengenai sapi mom, berdasarkan fakta 
sapi itu mempunyai 4 kaki”. The teacher allowed the students to 
exchange their opinion with their friend about the text titled 
modern communication. (Communicating). Then the teacher 
explained that a factual report text is a written statement that 
includes facts about a specific subject. Factual report are most 
often used in journalism to report news and current events. The 
teacher asked the students to make a note taking based on the 
text they have found. But the time was up.  
c) Closing 
At 13.30 it is time to go home, the teacher gave a task to 
find factual report text individually and analyze the factual 
report text. 
2) The reseacher found the main activity of Scientific Approach as 
follows: 
a. Observing: The teacher orderedthe students to read the text in 
the handbook entitled "Modern Communication".  Then the 
students read the text. 
b. Questioning:The teacher gave an opportunity to the students to 
ask about factual report text. 
c. Experimenting: The teacher asked the students to find report 
text in internet and then  read the text. 
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d. Associating: In group work the students analyze the structure 
and elements of language that exist in some text report.The 
teacher allowed the students to exchange their opinion with 
their friend about the text. The students classify the structure, 
social functions and linguistic elements of text based on usage. 
e. Commicating: The teacher asked the students to share their 
opinion about what the purpose of the text and explain about 
what is factual report text. 
3) The Assessment 
 Attitude assessment is teacher’s assessment toward the 
students in response object or something. The teacher give 
assesment when process teaching learning. Attitude is also an 
ekspression of values or views life owned by someone. In 
asssessing the students’ attitude, there are 2 components that 
need to be noticed, Theattitude of the divinity and social 
attitude.Those social attitude are: honest, thorough, 
responsibility, good manner, appreciate the friend’s opinions, 
expressive. 
 
b) Second observation  
Second observation has been conducted on Wednesday April, 
26th 2017 in the classroom of XI IPA 6 at 12.15 to 13.30 pm. There 
were 37 students in the classroom. 
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2) Teaching learning process in teaching writing, the material is 
about analytical exposition text 
a) Opening 
The teacher went to a crowded classroom, when the  
teacher came to the classroom suddenly the condition 
become quiet. The teacher greeted the students, then asked 
about the student’s condition and how their vacation after 
UN holidays for grade 3. Students are very enthusiastic to 
answer questions on their teachers. 
b) Main Activity 
The teacher showed some pictures to the students. 
After showing the pictures the teacher said, “what do you 
think about the picture?,kira-kira kita akan mempelajari 
tentang apa?”. One of the students answered, “ mungkin 
kita akan membahas mengenai beberapa masalah sesuai 
gambar tersebut bu.” (Observing). 
Then the teacher ordered the students to opine about 
the text. The teacher ordered the students to make a 
prohibition sentence based on the pictures. Then the 
students exchanged their opinion with their deskmate. 
(Questioning).  
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The teacher said that the material on that day was an 
analytical exposition text. The teacher said, “ okay, now 
please open your book. Page 59”. 
One of the students to read a text in their handbook. 
The teacher asked the students to think about what the text 
contains. The students discussed the text about the 
definition, generic structure, purpose, language features of 
the text.(Experimenting). The teacher ordered the students 
to find the points of the text.  
The teacher divided the students  into some groups. 
Some group consist of 6-7 students. (Associating). In group 
work the teacher asked the students to find a definition, 
generic structure, purpose, language features of the text. 
Each group shared their opinion, one of the members comes 
to in front of the class and write the definition, generic 
structure, purpose, language features of the text on the 
white board. (Comminucating) 
The teacher asked the students to make analytical 
exposition text. But time was up.  
c) Closing 
The teacher asked the leader to lead his friend to 
pray.  The teacher reminded the students to always study 
at home. 
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3) The reseacher found the main activity of Scientific Approach as 
follows: 
a. Observing: The teacher ordered saw some pictures. 
b. Questioning: in pairs the students discuss and exchange 
opinion with their deskmate.  
c. Experimenting: The teacher asked the students to think 
about what the text contains. The students discussed the 
text about the definition, generic structure, purpose, 
language features from the text 
d. Associating: The teacher divided the students  into some 
groups.  
e. Communicating: students wrote the definition, generic 
structure, purpose, language features from the text on the 
white board. 
c) Third observation 
The third observation has been conducted on Wednesday May, 
10th 2017in the classroom of XI IPA 6 at 12.15 to 13.30 pm. There 
were 37 students in the classroom. 
1) Teaching learning process in teaching writing, the material is 
about analytical exposition text. 
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a) Opening 
The teacher entered the classroom at 12:15. The teacher  
greeted the students and asked how they are doing. Then the 
students. After that, the teacher sits in the teacher's chair,  
b) Main Activity 
The teacher explained the notion of analytical text. There 
were  7groups. There were 7 themes: Should the cigarette factory 
be closed; Can grandma be nursed in the orphanage; Should 
believe HOAX; Should Use Google in Daily Life; Must  Use 
Herbal  Drug for  All Diseases; Using  Motorcycle Before  
Seventeenth; Free Education  For  All. 
The fisrt group with theme “should the cigarette factory be 
closed” consist of Mery Diah, Rifki Naufal, Widiyatno Condro, 
and Yanuar Arif. The second group with theme “Can grandma be 
nursed in the orphanage”, consist of Aditya Adji, Andi Setiawan, 
Veda, Wanda, and Yuliantiko. The third group with theme “Should 
Use Google in Daily Life” consist of Fadilla  Yustisia, NabillaEka, 
Olivia Khoirunnisa, Salsabila Eka, Ulfa Lithfiana. The theme “Free 
Education For All” consist of Cici Sintia, Erlinda, Lidwina, 
Muhammad, Yudha. The theme “Should believe HOAX” consist 
of AsyifaNur, GadisMillenia, HeniAstuti, Linda Kristiana, 
PutriLatifah, RiaRizky. The theme “Must  Use Herbal Drugfor All 
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Diseases”  consist of Leonardo Endra, Alvian, Novita, Annisa 
Fauziah, Rizki and Sholichin.  
Then the teacher gave the students around 15 minutes to 
create an analytical text. After the students finish makes an 
analytical text, the teacher ordered the students to present their 
analytical exposition text. (Communicating). The teacher gave 
scores to the students’ performance.  
The teacher said to the students to pay attention for their 
friend  who presented analytical text and asked them to write down 
the points of the text. The teachers gave opportunity students 
to give some questions for their friend who present an analytical 
text. (Experimenting) 
The teacher ordered the presentator group to find the social 
function of the text and then explain to their friend. (Associating). 
Then the students discussed about the text, the teacher gave her 
comments to each group.  
c) Closing 
In 13.25 the teacher made a conclusion about the analytical 
exposition text. The teacher said to the students that for the next 
meeting will give a test for them. The test is made an analytical 
exposition text used their own word. 
2) The reseacher found the main activity of Scientific Approach as 
follows: 
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a) Communicating: the students presented their an analytical 
exposition text in front of the class 
b) Experimenting: the students to pay attention for their who 
presented analytical text and asked them to wrote down the 
poins of the text. 
c)  Associating: the teacher tried find the social funciton of the 
text and then explain to their friend. 
4) The assessment  
Attitude assessment is teacher’s assessment toward the 
students in response object or something. The teacher give 
assesment when process teaching learning. Attitude is also an 
ekspression of values or views life owned by someone. In 
asssessing the students’ attitude, there are 2 components that 
need to be noticed, Theattitude of the divinity and social 
attitude. Those social attitude are: honest, thorough, 
responsibility 
 
The third observation the resheacher saw skill assesment. 
Skill assessment is the teacher’s assessment toward the students 
to measure the students’ ability to carry out the task.The teacher 
gave  assesment to the students’ performance in speaking. Those 
skill assesment are: fluency, uttarance and intonation. The 
teacher asked the all students to speak.  
d) Fouth observation  
The fourth observation has been conducted on Wednesday May, 
17th 2017in the classroom of XI IPA 6 at 12.15 to 13.30 pm. There 
were 37 students in the classroom.  
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1. Teaching Learning process  
a) Opening 
The teacher  enteredthe classroom at 12:15. The teacher  
greets the students with said salam.  Then the students answered 
the teacher’ssalam. On that day all the students came. 
b) Main Activity 
The teacher informed that there will be a test to write 
analytical text. The teacher explained that it should not use a 
dictionary in writing. The teacher gave the teacher about 1 hour to 
create an analytical exposition text. 
The teacher supervised  the students in the writing process. 
The teacher went to around in the classroom and supervises every 
student who writes an analytical exposition text. 
After an hour has passed the teacher asks the students to 
summit their tasks on the teacher's desk. Then the teacher closedthe 
teaching and learning activities. 
c) Closing 
The teacher asked the class leader to lead the prayer. The 
teacher reminded students to always study at home and closed the 
learning process with say salam. 
2. The Assesment 
Knowledge assessment is the teacher’s assessment toward 
the students to measure the students’ intelligence. The criteria to 
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be assessed by the teacher are: text organization, sentence 
formation, grammar, and vocabulary. Text organization refers to 
how a text is organized to help the readers follow and 
understand the information presented. Sentence formation  in 
English language is the arrangement of word, phrases and 
clausa. The sentence structure includes where the noun and  the 
verb fall within an individual sentence. Grammar is the rules 
that explain how the word used in a language. While, 
vocabulary is all words in a language. 
2. The Result of Interview 
The other technique in collecting data is by using interview. By 
doing interview, the researcher get information needed in this research. 
The interview was done with the English teacher, Mrs Istiqomah on 
Monday, January, 23th 2017 in the office teacher of SMA Negeri1 
Tawangsari.  The questions were about the implementation of 2013 
curriculum in teaching writing,that the teacher apply in the class. 
Firstly the researcher ask about the implementation of 2013 
curriculum. The teacher answered that the implementation of scientific 
approach based on the regulation of Permendikbud with the five phase. 
Those phase are observing, questioning, experimenting, associating, and 
communicating. In addition, the assessment of the curriculum 2013 consist 
of three aspect, those are knowledge assessment, skill assessment, and 
attitude assessment.It can be seen from the interview as follows:  
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The teacher said “...menurut saya kurikulum 2013 adalah kurikulum 
yang menerapkan materi yang berbasis pada karakter pribadi siswa. 
Dalam arti ada KI kompetensi inti, itu menerapkan pada bidang 
agama. Jadi yang pertama kali adalah semua aspek mapel itu, anak 
harus dalam rangka agama seperti bersyukur menikmati. Dan yang 
kedua aspek ,saya lupa itu. Tapi pada intinya adalah penanaman 
karakter siswa, jadi gotong royong, kerjasama, kejujuran itu yang 
penting. Baru yang ketiga adalah skillnya dari setiap 
mapel.Misalnya ada, kalo  penilaiaanya ada sikap, kemuadian yang 
kedua psikomotor atau prakteknya bagaimana. Dan yang ketiga 
yaitu kognitif dalam arti pengetahuan dan itu yang membedakan 
kurikulum ktsp dan kurikulum 2013....”  
 
According to the teacher’s answer, the teacher assumed that 2013 
curriculum is a curriculum include attitude, skill and kognitif. Then the 
reseacher asked about how the teacher teaches at her class. 
The teacher said “...Dengan belajar kelompok, satu kelompok 
maksimal ada 5 orang.  Dengan materi satu  tema tapi materi nya 
berbeda-beda. Itukan membuat mereka lebih asyik, karena dengan 
apa, proses pembelajarannya menggunakan internet( mobile phone) 
, jadi anak anak lebih menyukai seperti itu dari pada guru harus 
berceramah....”.  
 
According to the teacher’s answer, when the student invited to 
discuss, the students became more spirited. They are really discuss the 
material with their group. So this activity make the students active in the 
class. Moreover the material of scientific approach in 2013curriculum 
based on the fact or phenomenon, this make the student understand the 
material and make them easier to identify and solve the problem related 
the material.  
The teacher continued explain the assessment in writing. It can be 
seen as her answered below: 
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“...ya, itu kalo penilaia  nmengacu pada ranah psikomotor atau 
prakteknya. Karena kan dengan writing anak-anak lebih kelihatan 
,lebih diketahui kemampuan mereka dalam hal grammarnya secara 
objektif, kemudian vocabnya,  kemudian diksi pemilihan katanya 
bagaimana, hal yang gak kalah penting adalah melatih anak dalam 
hal kedisiplinan, kemudian kerapian....”said the teacher.  
 
Then the teacher asked about now the teacher give attitude 
assesment. The teacher as follows:  
“untuk  penilaian sikap saya lakukan observasi langsung mba. Saat 
proses pembelajaran didalam kelas. Jadisaya tau bagaimana 
kejujuran siswa, bagaimana kesopanan mereka. Seperti itu mbak..” 
said the teacher. 
 
On the interview above she explained in 2013 curriculum  consist of 
three aspect, those are knowledge assessment, skill assessment, and 
attitude assessment.  
The teacher said that she could not apply all the  phase  of scientific 
approach in one meeting. It can be seen from her answer as follows: 
“...itu gak bisa, kita perlu 2 / 3 kali untuk melaksan akan tahapan dari 
5M  scientific approach tadi. Jadi gak bisa. Masalahnya itu tadi anak-
anak itu perlu waktu. Katakanlah guru juga memberikan bimbingan 
langkah-langkahnya bagaiamana–bagaimanakan kondisi 37 anak gak 
mungkin satu per satu ....” 
 
The teacher answered that she could not apply the five phases in the 
one meeting. In one meeting she only can apply three or four phases. For 
example; observing, questioning, experimenting, and associating in one 
meeting, wherease communicating was continued in the next meeting or 
sometimes not applied due to the limited time. 
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Based on the interview, it can be conclude that in scientific approach 
used five phase, namely; observing, questioning, experimenting, 
associating, and communicating.  
B. Discussion 
1. Implementation of 2013 Curriculum In Teaching Writing for the Eleventh 
th Grade Students of  SMANegeri1 Tawangsari in 2016/2017 Academic 
Year 
 In this research, the researcher discusses the finding of the research 
covering the implementation of 2013 curriculum in teaching writing for 
the eleventh grade of  SMANegeri 1 Tawangsari,there are three main steps 
in conducting teaching and learning process in classroom activity, namely: 
opening, main activity (implementation), and closing. 
 Accordingto the observation and interview, in applying this 2013 
curriculum the teacher use scientific approach, there are: observing, 
questioning, experimenting, associating, and communicating in the 
teaching learning process and the teacher in teaching learning process the 
teacher uses three main steps in conducting teaching and learning process 
in classroom activity, there are: opening, main activity (implementation), 
and closing. Opening is the first session of teaching learning process in the 
classroom. The goal of carry out is to get the students interest toward the 
materials that will be learned, the teacher also allow the student to use 
internet in searching material relate the lesson. Main activity is the second 
session, where the teacher describes some exercises and activates which 
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are designed to get students using long freely and communicatively. 
Closing is  the third session, where the teacher closed the meeting by 
reviewing the today’s lesson and greeting the students before leaving the 
class. 
Based on Permendikbud no. 81 A in 2013 the steps of learning by 
using scientific approach are observing, questioning, experimenting, 
associating and communicating. This is in line with the scietific approach 
which was applied by the teacherfor the eleveth grade of  SMANegeri 1 
Tawangsari.  
Based on the first and the second observation, the teacher applied 
scientific approach. In the first observation, the teacher used five phases in 
main-teaching, those are: observing, questioning, experimenting, 
associating and communicating. Wherease, in the second observation the 
teacher can implement all the phases In the third observation the teacher 
did not  use the teacher used five phases in main-teaching, those are: 
experimenting, associating and communicating. In the fourth the teacher 
gave an exercise to the students to made a analytical exposition text. 
The material in this reaserch was factual report text and analytical 
exposition text. The assessment which was used by the teacher were: 
attitude assessment, knowledge assessment, and skill assessment.The 
teacher said that honestly is an importantant one in her assesment. It 
means that attitude assement one of her concerns.  
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Based on Permendikbud no. 65 (2013) there are seven criteria to 
determine  whether a method of teaching is scientific or not. The teaching 
materials are based on facts and phenomena which can be logically or 
responably explained. They are not based on prediction, approximation, 
imagination, legend, or myth.Based on the observation the Teachers 
instruct students to use the internet when searching for lesson matter. In 
the analytical text material the teacher asked the students to determine 
thetheme in accordance with the phenomena that occur in the community, 
such as HOAX news.  
The teacher’s explanation, student’s responses, and teacher-student 
interaction are not based on subjectivity and wrong logic.Based on the 
observation the teacher and students conclude the text discussed, such as 
the definition of report text and analytical text. 
The teaching materials support and inspire the students to be critical 
in thinking and analyzing, and accurate in identifying, understanding, and 
resolving problems, and applying the material learned. According the 
reseacher observation the teacher used handbook, there are some materials. 
The learning material foster and inspire the students hypothetically think 
when seeing diversities, similarities, and links in the learning materials. 
The learning materials foster and inspire the students to understand, 
apply, and develop objectivity and rational thinking in responding to the 
learning materials.The materials are built on the basis on empirically valid 
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concepts, theories,  and facts.The formulation of learning objectives is 
simple, clear, but attractive.  
“Field Knowledge” or “Field Building” is the first stage. The main 
idea of this stage is to build control of the field or topic by talking about 
the topic. A range of activities that could provide opportunities for 
students to talk about the topic would be included at this step. This 
includesreading widely on the topic and discussing the lexico-grammatical 
features depending on the learners’needs. 
In the second stage, “modeling”, the explicit focuswillbe on the genre 
that the students will be writing. In this stage, modelsof the genre will be 
presented to the students to be analysed. This stage exposes students to the 
fixed genre, which allows them to familiarize with the text type. In 
modeling stage the activities similar associating step in scientific 
approach. 
The third stage is the “joint construction”. Here,the teacher serves as 
a facilitator in helping the students to construct amodel of the genre. The 
overall knowledge of the field, content and text organization is stressed by 
the teacher which is likely to help students to practice what they have 
learned withteacher guidance. In join construction stage the activities 
similar experimenting step in scientific approach.   
 The reseacher insight is scientific approach is an approach which is 
done by scientific approach. Scietific approach of 2013 curriculum are 
observing, questioning, experimenting, associating, communicating. In 
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teaching  writing the teacher used five phases of scientific approach. There 
are five step process of writing. The process is prewriting, drafting, 
revising, editing, publishing and sharing.  
 The similarities on finding of the current the previous study is the 
teaching learning process was interactive. Based on the observation and 
the reseacher’s interview , the communication between the teacher and the 
students was appropriate with 2013 curriculum. It could be seen from the 
teacher and the students act in the teaching learning process. the students 
as the active subjects of learning and the teacher as the facilitator guide. 
For example, in observing phase the teacher give opportunity to the 
students to read or listen some text.  
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
In this chapter, the researcher presents the conclusion of the research and 
suggestion for developing the implementation of2013 curriculum in teaching 
writing for the eleventh  grade students of SMA Negeri 1 Tawangsari in the 
academic year of 2016 / 2017. 
A. Conclusions 
Based on the research finding, it can be concluded that the 
implemention of teaching writingat SMA Negeri 1 Tawangsari in the 
academic year of 2016 / 2017 is using Scientific Approach with the five 
phases, namely; observing, questioning, experimenting, associating, and 
communicating. In teaching learning process, the teacher usesthree main steps 
in conducting teaching and learning process in classroom activity, namely: 
opening, main activity (implementation), and closing. The material in this 
reaserch was report text and analytical exposition text.The method which was 
implemented by the English Teacher were: lecturing method, discussion, 
small group, individual assignment.The media which was used by the teacher 
were: handbook, whiteboard,picture. The English teacher of the eleventh 
grade students at SMA Negeri 1 Tawangsari uses authentic assessment in the 
evaluation. It covers three aspectsnamely, students’ attitude, students’ 
knowledge and students’ skill.Based on the second observation, the English 
teacher uses writing test to assess the cognitive aspect of the students.  
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The scientific approach can be useful to enhance the students’ 
creativity. The scientific approach is based on the student center. The next 
strength is the students more thinking critically and accurately in identify, 
comprehend, and solve problems. The last, the teaching learning is based on 
fact or phenomenon, so the students can easier to remember the material. The 
teacher allowed the students to use internet when discussing the material. In 
implement the scientific approach, not all the phase could not always 
implemented fully. The scientific approach is need much to time to implement 
all the phase. The evaluation of scientific approach took from three aspect, 
those are students’ attitude, students’ knowledge and students’ skill. In 
evaluate the students’ attitude, the teacher should observe one by one of the 
students. It is very hard to evaluate if the class is too much students. 
B. Suggestion 
In this session, the researcher would like to propose some suggestion 
for English teacher, students, and other researcher. The researcher hopes, it 
can at least become an input in determining the appropriate teaching 
technique, method and media in which can increase students’ writing  skill as 
follow: 
1. For the English teacher, it would be better if the teacher used variety of 
method in order to avoid the students make noisy when teaching learning 
process. 
2. For the students, the student should more active in the teaching learning 
process. Beside, the students should improve their vocabularies. 
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3. For the other researcher, the result of this research, it would be helped the 
next researcher as the source to conduct the next research with the similar 
to problem of the impletation of 2013 curriculum in teaching writing 
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THE STUDENTS’ NAME XI MIPA 6 
1 ADITYA ADJI HIMAWAN  
2 ALVIAN VIOLANA AS  
3 ANDI SETIAWAN   
4 ANNISA NUR FAUZIYAH   
5 ASYIFA NUR KHASANAH  
6 CICI SINTIA ANJANING TIAS K A  
7 DIAH AYU TRIKUSUMA  
8 ERLINDA IKHWAN PRAMITASARI  
9 FADILLA YUSTISIA PUTRI SANTOSO   
10 GADIS MILLENIA KARUNIASARI   
11 HENI ASTUTI  
12 INDAH MEGA UTAMI  
13 LEA OKTA ARDANIA   
14 LEONARDO ENDRA ARSENO  
15 LIDWINA WAYANGSARI S A W  
16 LINDA KRISTIANA  
17 LUTHFI ROHMAH SYAFAATUN  
18 MARIA KRISTIANA   
19 MERY DIAH KUMALASARI  
20 MUHAMMAD MIFTAH CHOIRRUDIN  
21 NABILLA EKA SAVITRI  
22 NINGRUM ISTISYAH VIRA  
23 NOVITA PARAMIS  
24 OLIVIA KHOIRUNNISA  
25 PUTRI LATIFAH NURKARIMAH  
26 RIA RIZKI KHASANAH   
27 RIQI NAUFAL RAMADHAN  
28 RIZKI TERBIT NUGROHO   
29 SALSABILA EKA WIBOWO  
30 SHOLICHIN CANDRAB NUGRAHA   
31 ULFA LITHFIANA NADZIROH  
32 VEDA FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE  
33 WANDABLISTIANI   
34 WIDIYANTO CONDRO PURNOMO  
35 YANUAR ARIF FADILLAH  
36 YUDHA GANA PRASETYO WIBOWO  
37 YULIANTIKO TAMBOSE  
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Pictures the conditon of teaching and learning class XI MIPA 6 
 
The students were working in group 
 
The students were present the generic stucture of the text 
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The teacher was eaxplaining about the material 
 
The students were praticing their speaking skill 
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The teacher was checking the students writing practice 
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Transcript interview 
Monday, January, 23th 2017 in the office teacher of SMA N 1 Tawangsari.   
The reseacher: Assalamualaikum wr.wr 
Mrs. Istiqomah: Walaikumsalam wr.wb 
The reseacher: mohon maaf bu, menggangu. Saya ingin menanyakan beberapa hal.  
Mrs. Istiqomah: iya 
The reseacher: Apakah SMA Negeri 1 Tawangsari sudah menerapkan kurikulum 2013? 
Mrs. Istiqomah: iya, selama tiga tahun menerapkan kurikulum 2013. 
The reseacher: Menurut ibu kerikulum 2013 itu seperti  apa? 
Mrs. Istiqomah: menurut saya kurikulum 2013 adalah kurikulum yang menerapkan materi 
yang berbasis pada karakter pribadi siswa. Dalam arti ada KI kompetensi inti, 
itu menerapkan pada bidang agama. Jadi yang pertama kali  adalah semua 
aspek mapel itu, anak harus dalam rangka agama seperti bersyukur 
menikmati. Dan yang kedua aspek , saya lupa itu. Tapi pada intinya adalah 
penanaman karakter siswa, jadi gotong royong, kerjasama, kejujuran itu yang 
penting. Baru yang ketiga adalah skill nya dari setiap mapel. Misalnya ada, 
kalo penilaiaanya ada sikap, kemuadian yang kedua psikomotor atau 
prakteknya bagaimana. Dan yang ketiga yaitu kognitif dalam arti 
pengetahuan dan itu yang membedakan kurikulum ktsp dan kurikulum 2013. 
Mrs. Istiqomah: Berarti, menurut ibu apa tujuan dibentuk k13 itu? 
The teacher: ya, itu tadi lebih menyempurkan kurikulum sebelumnya. Dari segi kompetensi 
inti tadi, kompetensi dasarnya. Jadi lebih melengkapi melengkapi, lebih 
menyempurnakan. Jadi , apa  ya istilahnya? Kalo ktsp dulu lebih ke teacher 
center, nah untuk yang k13 itu student center. Guru hanya sebagai motivator, 
hanya  sebagai pemberi semangat seperti itu.  
The reseacher: kemudian bagaimana proses pembelajaran dikelas ibu? 
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Mrs. Istiqomah: ya pembelajarannya sama seperti silabus yang ada dan RPP. Walaupun 
kadang kala kenyataanya tidak sesuai dengan apa yang kita rencanakan. Ya 
harus menggunakan metode pembelajaran yang bagaimana , kemudian 
sarana apakah yang ada disitu sperti LCD,  atau laptop, atau menggunakan 
HP untuk browsing dan lain sebagainya. Jadi anak lebih aktif ,  belajar denga 
nkemampuan sendiri. Jadi guru itu gak harus menjelaskan  tapi  anak bisa 
menjalankan.  
The reseacher: untuk pengajaran writing, bagaimana suasana kelas bu? Anak antusias atau 
tidak? 
Mrs. Istiqomah: ya antusias sekali. Dengan belajar kelompok, satu kelompok maksimal ada 5 
orang.  Dengan materi satu  tema tapi materi nya berbeda-beda. Itukan 
membuat mereka lebih asyik, karena dengan apa, proses pembelajarannya 
menggunakan internet( mobile phone) , jadi anak anak lebih menyukai 
seperti itu dari pada guru harus berceramah.  
The reseacher:dalam pengajaran writing ibu biasanya menggunakan metode apa saja? 
Mrs. Istiqomah: untuk metodenya ya,saya lupa namanya. Tapi untuk pengajaran writing, 
untuk contoh pengajaran analytical exposition, misalnya saya memberikan 
petunjuk untuk besok membawa kamus, tpi ga boleh kamus hp.. Kemudian 
nanti saya mencari tema menganai analytical, tema-tema yang saat ini sedang 
hits sedang hangat dibicarakan. Kemudian saya bawa kekelas, nanti ada anak 
memilih sendiri. Kemudian mereka baru menuliskan apa yang ada ditema itu. 
The reseacher: untuk penilaian hal apa saja yang ibu gunakan sebagai patokannya? 
Mrs. Istiqomah: ya, itu kalopenilaian mengacu pada ranah psikomotor atau prakteknya. 
Karenakan dengan writing anak-anak lebih kelihatan , lebih diketahui 
kemampuan mereka dalam hal grammarnya secara objektif, kemudian 
vocabnya,  kemudian diksi pemilihan katanya bagaimana, hal yang gak kalah 
penting adalah melatih anak dalam hal kedisiplinan, kemudian kerapian. 
The reseacher: bagaimana cara ibu melakukan penilaian sikap siswa bu? 
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Mrs. Istiqomah: untuk penilaian sikap saya lakukan observasi langsung mba. Saat proses 
pembelajaran didalam kelas. Jadi saya tau bagaimana kejujuran siswa, 
bagaimana kesopanan mereka.seperti itu mbak. 
The reseacher: menurut ibu apa itu authentic assesment? 
Mrs. Istiqomah: authentic assesment adalah penilaian yang benar- benar otentik berdasarkan 
kemampuan siswa itu sendiri. Jadi benar benar dari psikomotornya  dari 
kognitifnya. Jadi anak-anak itu benar-benar bekerja. Semua ada penilaiannya, 
jadi misalnya praktek ini nanti misalnya praktek procedur, nilainya itu nanti 
dari sisi apanya. Contoh nanti ketepatan langkah-langkahnya, jadi nilainya 
berapa. Kemudian bahan-bahanya sesuai atau tidak. Kemudian timingnya, 
misalnya how to make fried rice.  Itu waktunya 30 menit  ya anak –anak 
harus menyelesaikan. Selesai gak selesai, ya harus selesai. Jadi  itu nilainya 
sesuai atou tidak. 
The reseacher:mengenai authentic assesment dalam writing ibu biasanya memberikan tugas 
seperti apa? 
Mrs. Istiqomah: ya kalo tugas sih, membuat teks begitu.  Teks procedur, menyediakan bahan-
bahanya, kemudian anak –anak menuangkan ke karton dengan bentuk warna-
warni. Kalo untuk report, biasnya anak mencari atau membuat teks report 
kemudian anak menganalisis strukturnya, soacial functionnya kemudian 
langauge featuresnya. Kalo analytical biasanya tak suruh membuat, temanya 
tak beri dulu, kemudian anak-anak mengembangkannya dengan bahasa dan 
kemampuan anak itu sendiri .  
The reseacher:  dalam penerapan scientific approach untuk pengajaran writing bagaimana? 
Misalnya tahap observing,  
Mrs. Istiqomah: ya biasanya kita tampilkan gambar dulu, dengan LCD. Misalnya ada gambar 
orang merokok, kemudian anak –anak membuat karangan berdasarkan 
gambar itu.  
The reseacher: dalam proses scientifif approach/ 5M itu, apakah dalam sehari, dalam satu kali 
pertemuan itu bisa langsung tercapai? 
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Mrs. Istoqomah : itu gak bisa, kita perlu 2 / 3 kali untuk melaksanakan tahapan dari 5M  
scientific approch tadi. Jadi gak bisa. Masalahnya itu tadi anak-anak itu perlu 
waktu. Katakankah guru juga memberikan bimbingan langkah-langkahnya 
bagaiamana-bagaimana kan kondisi 37 anak gak mungkin satu per satu . tpi 
untuk teks procedur itu bisa itu untuk 5M bisa, tpi kalo untuk analytical satu 
kali pertemuan tidak cukup. Mungkin butuh 3 kali pertemuan. 
The reseacher: terimakasih bu untuk waktunya, apabila ada slah perkataan mohon dimaafkan. 
Assalamualaikum wr.wr 
Mrs. Istiqomah: walaikumsalam    
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Day/Date :Wednesday/ April, 12th 2017 
Time  : 12.15-13.30 
Place  :  IPA 6 class 
Teacher :  Istiqomah, S.Pd 
Reseacher : Siti Nuraeni 
Materi  : Factual Report  Text 
Activity: 
At 12.15 pm the bell rang, the teacher went to the XI IPA 6 class followed by the 
researcher. The teacher gave greeting to them and the student replied eagerly. The teacher 
then checked the attendance of the students. On that day, no one was absent. 
The teacher asked for the student to read a text, entitled “Modern Communication”. 
The material is factual report text. The teacher asked the students to try find the purpose of 
the text. The teacher asked to some students come to  in front of  the class, then wrote the 
definition of the factual report, the social function of the report text and the structure of the 
factual report text. Some students tried to find about the definition of factual report text. Then 
the teacher gave the explanation about factual report text. The teacher gave an opportunity 
the students to ask about factual report text.(Questioning). But no one asks. 
After that, the teacher asked the students to search for social function from factual 
report text.  The teacher allowed the students to use their mobile phone. The students found 
some some report text in internet. (Experimenting). Then they were reading the text. After the 
students read the text from internet, the teacher asked, “ sudah ada gambaran mengenai teks 
report?”. The students said, “yes, mom.”  Teachers and students together concluded on the 
definition and generic structure of factual report text. 
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The teachers divided learners into groups. Then the teacher asked about the student’s 
opinion about what is factual report text.(Associating) One of the students said, “teks yang 
memberitahukan mengenai sesuatu berdasarkan faktanya mom”. The teacher aksed again, “ 
for example?”. The students answered, “ contohnya mengenai sapi mom, berdasarkan fakta 
sapi itu mempunyai 4 kaki”. The teacher allowed the students to exchange their opinion with 
their friend about the text titled modern communication. (Communicating). Then the teacher 
explained that a factual report text is a written statement that includes facts about a specific 
subject. Factual report are most often used in journalism to report news and current events. 
The teacher asked the students to make a note taking based on the text they have found. But 
the time was up.  
At 13.30 it is time to go home, the teacher gave a task to find factual report text 
individually and analyze the factual report text. 
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Day/Date :Wednesday/ April, 26th 2017 
Time  : 12.15-13.30 
Place  :  IPA 6 class 
Teacher :  Istiqomah, S.Pd 
Reseacher : Siti Nuraeni 
Materi  : Analytical Exposition Text 
Activity: 
The teacher went to a crowded classroom, when the  teacher came to the classroom 
suddenly the condition become quiet. The teacher greeted the students, then asked about the 
student’s condition and how their vacation after UN holidays for grade 3. Students are very 
enthusiastic to answer questions on their teachers. 
The teacher showed some pictures to the students. After showing the pictures the 
teacher said, “what do you think about the picture?, kira-kira kita akan mempelajari tentang 
apa?”. One of the students answered, “ mungkin kita akan membahas mengenai beberapa 
masalah sesuai gambar tersebut bu.” (Observing). 
Then the teacher ordered the students to opine about the text. The teacher ordered the 
students to make a prohibition sentence based on the pictures. Then the students exchanged 
their opinion with their deskmate. (Questioning).  
The teacher said that the material on that day was an analytical exposition text. The 
teacher said, “ okay, now please open your book. Page 59”. 
One of the students to read a text in their handbook.The teacher asked the students to 
think about what the text contains. The students discussed the text about the definition, 
generic structure, purpose, language features of the text.(Experimenting). The teacher ordered 
the students to find the points of the text.  
The teacher divided the students  into some groups. Some group consist of 6-7 
students. (Associating). In group work the teacher asked the students to find a definition, 
generic structure, purpose, language features of the text. Each group shared their opinion, one 
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of the members comes to in front of the class and write the definition, generic structure, 
purpose, language features of the text on the white board. (Comminucating) 
The teacher asked the students to make analytical exposition text. But time was 
up.The teacher asked the leader to lead his friend to pray.  The teacher reminded the students 
to always study at home. 
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Day/Date :Wednesday/ May, 10th 2017 
Time  : 12.15-13.30 
Place  :  IPA 6 class 
Teacher :  Istiqomah, S.Pd 
Reseacher : Siti Nuraeni 
Materi  : Analytical Exposition Text  
Activity: 
The teacher entered the classroom at 12:15. The teacher  greeted the students and 
asked how they are doing. Then the students. After that, the teacher sits in the teacher's chair. 
The teacher explained the notion of analytical text. There were  7 groups. There were 
7 themes: Should the cigarette factory be closed; Can grandma be nursed in the orphanage; 
Should believe HOAX; Should Use Google in Daily Life; Must  Use Herbal  Drug for  All 
Diseases; Using  Motorcycle Before  Seventeenth; Free Education  For  All. 
The fisrt group with theme “should the cigarette factory be closed” consist of Mery 
Diah, Rifki Naufal, Widiyatno Condro, and Yanuar Arif. The second group with theme “Can 
grandma be nursed in the orphanage”, consist of Aditya Adji, Andi Setiawan, Veda, Wanda, 
and Yuliantiko. The third group with theme “Should Use Google in Daily Life” consist of 
Fadilla Yustisia, Nabilla Eka, Olivia Khoirunnisa, Salsabila Eka, Ulfa Lithfiana. The theme 
“Free Education  For All” consist of Cici Sintia, Erlinda, Lidwina, Muhammad, Yudha. The 
theme “Should believe HOAX” consist of Asyifa Nur, Gadis Millenia, Heni Astuti, Linda 
Kristiana, Putri Latifah, Ria Rizky. The theme “Must  Use Herbal  Drugfor  All Diseases”  
consist of Leonardo Endra, Alvian, Novita, Annisa Fauziah, Rizki and Sholichin.  
Then the teacher gave the students around 15 minutes to create an analytical text. 
After the students finish makes an analytical text, the teacher ordered the students to present 
their analytical exposition text. (Communicating). The teacher gave scores to the students’ 
performance.  
The teacher said to the students to pay attention for their friend  who presented 
analytical text and asked them to write down the points of the text. The teachers gave 
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opportunity students to give some questions for their friend who present an analytical text. 
(Experimenting) 
The teacher ordered the presentator group to find the social function of the text and 
then explain to their friend. (Associating). Then the students discussed about the text, the 
teacher gave her comments to each group.  
In 13.25 the teacher made a conclusion about the analytical exposition text. The 
teacher said to the students that for the next meeting will give a test for them. The test is 
made an analytical exposition text used their own word. 
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Day/Date :Wednesday/ May, 17th 2017 
Time  : 12.15-13.30 
Place  :  IPA 6 class 
Teacher :  Istiqomah, S.Pd 
Reseacher : Siti Nuraeni 
Materi  : Analytical Exposition 
Activity: 
The teacher  enters the classroom at 12:15. The teacher  greets the students and asks 
how they are doing. Then the students. On that day all the students come in all. The mother of 
the teacher informed that there will be a test to write analytical text. The teacher's mother 
explained that it should not use a dictionary in writing. The teacher gives the teacher about 1 
hour to create an analitycal exposition text. 
The teacher supervises the students in writing process. The teacher goes around in the 
classroom and supervises every student who writes an analytical exposition text. 
After an hour has passed the teacher asks the students to summit their tasks on the 
teacher's desk. Then the teacher closes the teaching and learning activities and asks the class 
leader to lead the prayer.The teachers remind students to always study at home and close the 
learning process with say salam. 
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